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ABSTRACT
This study aims to capture and understand empowerment communication as a new perspective in empowering coastal communities with the spirit of voicing the voiceless, in revealing social changes that occur in the development process as a description of the empowerment of coastal communities in communicating seen from the perspective of communicative action theory, people centered development, local wisdom and social capital. Whereas the presence of development communication is basically intended to contribute to the development process, especially in order to accelerate the diffusion process of innovation. The diffusion of innovation in development is an effort to meet the demands of modernization. Therefore, development is often equated with the term modernization. One indicator of modernization is the presence of communication technology that is very fast developing. Communication technology that was created to facilitate human work in the end was not able to place humans as subjects, but instead became the object of technology. The helplessness of individual humans when dealing with communication technology is a picture of the failure of the development process and human-centered social change. Communities are often powerless to stem the hegemony of communication technology. Almost all unpleasant things are attached to coastal communities are still identified and stigmatized as poor, slum, marginalized, underdeveloped, low education, and are often perceived as a type of society that is resistant, stubborn, rude, difficult to change weak in literacy, and powerless in stemming the hegemony of communication technology. Almost all unpleasant things are attached to coastal

1. INTRODUCTION
Coastal communities are still identified and stigmatized as poor, slum, marginalized, underdeveloped, low education, and are often perceived as a type of society that is resistant, stubborn, rude, difficult to change weak in literacy, and powerless in stemming the hegemony of communication technology.
communities. Although in fact, not everything is true. It is still limited to perception, stereotype and stigma.

This is an irony, on the one hand, where Pase Raya is an area with enormous potential for coastal and marine resources. It seems that the extraordinary potential has not been able to guarantee the creation of socio-economic welfare for the coastal communities, especially fishermen, fishermen laborers and pond farmer laborers. Government and private programs which are actually designed to make fishermen prosperous, find challenges in their implementation.

The conflicts between the government and the community often occur because of differences in understanding, interests, and rules. This condition becomes a warning for the Government, Higher Education, Non-Governmental Organizations, Opinion Leaders, regional, national and international companies and the private sector in empowering the community to improve the welfare of coastal communities.

Indeed, coastal community resistance in the empowerment process still often appears, one of which is due to mutual suspicion among components of coastal communities about the interests behind empowerment efforts. Especially from coastal community groups who are not the main target of the empowerment program.

Science of communication plays a very important role in the formation of communicative action in coastal communities by the use of capital and local wisdom. Empowerment communication becomes a new perspective for coastal communities as development communication with the spirit of voicing the voiceless.

The problem is how to find a solution to empower coastal communities with the perspective of empowerment communication and communicative action. How to invite all coastal communities to participate in all stages of development and how to maximize their potentials based on local wisdom.

This study aims: 1. To reveal how empowerment communication and communicative action play a role in the empowerment process and social change in the coastal communities of Pase Raya based on local wisdom. 2. To describe the participation of coastal communities in the development process as an illustration of community empowerment in communicating. 3. To describe the potentials and weaknesses of the Pase Raya coastal community in empowerment efforts. 4. Presenting views of Empowerment Communication and communicative action in the process of empowering coastal communities based on local wisdom.

The benefits of this research include: 1. As a scientific discourse on empowerment communication with new perspectives in empowering coastal communities based on local wisdom. 2. As a scientific discourse on communicative action in empowering coastal communities based on local wisdom. 3. As a form of participatory improvement efforts for coastal communities in every stage of its development. 4. Adding literature for academics in studying communication issues on empowerment, communicative action, participation, local wisdom, and social capital in coastal communities.

2. METHODOLOGY

This type of research is descriptive qualitative, which is able to capture various qualitative information with thorough and nuanced descriptions (Soetopo, 2006), to understand the phenomena experienced by research subjects such as behavior, perceptions, motivation, actions in a holistic manner, descriptions in the form of words and language, in a special context that is natural and by utilizing various scientific methods (Moleong, 2004).

The research strategy is a case study in coastal communities, because this research is focused on the target with one characteristic that is in one location (Yin, 1987). Creswell (1998) states that the focus of a case study is the specification of a case in an event, which includes individuals, cultural groups or a portrait of life. This type of research strategy is embedded (embedded case study) research, because the problems and research focus have been determined from the beginning (Soetopo, 2006).

Data collection was carried out using in-depth interviews, observation, focus group discussion (FGD), and documentation. Informants were selected using purposive technique and snowball sampling. Purposive sampling is used to select informants who are deemed to have sufficient information based on the research objectives, while snowball sampling is used to find data from informants who cannot be determined since the beginning of the study.

The data obtained were analyzed using an interactive analysis model. Miles and Haberman (1984), three components of analysis; data reduction, data presentation, and drawing conclusions. Activities on these three components are carried out in an interactive form with the data collection process as a cyclical process. The data were validated using triangulation of sources and methods.

3. LITERATURE REVIEW

In this study, several theories and concepts were used, including the concept of art in living together
in coastal communities. Alexis de Tocqueville (1835) observed, “Social capital, is one of the important factors that can contribute to the economic development of coastal communities. Because of the network, norms, and trust in it. Social capital is one of the vital aspects so that they are able to get out of poverty and have resilience in facing various challenges that are increasingly complex as a result of an increasingly globalized world.

In the concepts and strategies of how coastal community-based development works, its success can be seen from the various capitals of the community, such as human capital (personal skills; education, knowledge, health, expertise and others); Natural resources capital (natural resources; water resources, marine waters, forests, minerals, etc.); Produced economic capital (development of economic and financial assets, as well as other assets, and the main thing is social capital which includes norms / values, trust / mutual trust / trust and networks.

World Bank (1998) defines social capital as something that refers to the institutional dimension, the relationships created and the norms that shape the quality and quantity of social relations in society. In general, social capital has three main elements, namely trust, norms and networks (Putnam, 1993: 20-22). James Coleman (1988) as the first sociologist to bring social capital into the mainstream of American social science, which was further popularized by Robert Putnam’s studies between 1993, 1995, 2000. (Eko, 2003, 2).

The concept of community empowerment (Ife; 2008), development is basically raising human resources, opportunities, knowledge and skills to increase capacity in determining the future. This definition departs from the main concept, which is to provide broad opportunities for people to determine their own direction of life in their community. It takes the values of openness, equality, responsibility, opportunity, choice, participation, mutual benefit, reciprocity, and continuous learning (FCDL; Zubaedi, 2014). Tahoba (2011) states that community involvement in community development programs has an impact on differences in communication between people who participate and people who do not participate.

Chambers (1995) states that community empowerment is a concept of economic development that summarizes social values that reflect a new development paradigm, which is “people centered development, participatory, empowering, and sustainable”.

Communicative action, Habermas (1984) refers to actions directed by mutually agreed norms based on mutual expectations between interacting subjects using symbols. Communication becomes the starting point in this theory, and praxis is the central concept.

For the Communicative Action Theory there are four claims, namely: (1) truth, namely agreement on the natural and objective world; (2) rightness, namely agreement on the implementation of norms in the social world; (3) claims of authenticity / honesty (sincerity), namely an agreement about the conformity between one's inner world and one's expression; and (4) comprehensibility claims, namely the ability to explain the above claims and reach agreement on them. Any effective communication must achieve the fourth claim of "communication competence" (Hardiman, 2009).

Participatory Development Communication and Modernization, the presence of development communication is basically intended to contribute to the development process, especially in order to accelerate the diffusion process of innovation. The diffusion of innovation in development is an effort to meet the demands of modernization. Thus, development is often equated with the term modernization. Indicators of modernization include the presence of communication technology which is rapidly developing. Communication technology that was created to facilitate human work in the end was unable to place humans as subjects, but instead became technological objects. The helplessness of the human individual when dealing with communication technology is a reflection of the failure of the human-centered process of development and social change.

Next is empowerment communication, that changes in behavior and communicative actions of coastal communities are increasingly leading to community independence and creativity. Community communicative action reflects an increase in the ability of the community to communicate, both between individuals, individuals with groups, and between groups. With the increase in communication skills, people have become accustomed to networking so that they are more independent and creative. This is what is called empowerment communication, a communication process that humanizes people, is participative and gives voice to those who have been unable to speak (voicing the voiceless).

The phenomenon of change in coastal communities shows that empowerment communication is currently a new perspective in understanding development communication. Community initiation and participation characterize the communication process of empowerment in the development process which leads the community to a condition of a better quality of life. In empowerment communication, the existence of technology is placed as part of the community learning process, not a determining factor for social change. As
stated by Habermas (Hardiman, 2009), technology and other objective factors can only change society if society integrates them into communicative actions which have their own logic.

Such empowerment communication is a participatory communication process (Mulyana, 2007). The communication model is convergent, which means trying to get a reciprocal understanding among communication participants in attention, understanding and needs. This convergent communication approach is very effective in community-based development planning. In addition, this approach will pave the way for the growth of creativity and community competence in communicating their ideas.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of research and discussion can be conveyed several important points, including first; Regarding the basic life philosophy of the Coastal community, that the life of the coastal communities of Pase Raya (Bireun Regency, Lhokseumawe City and North Aceh) has an interesting side. The side that can make them survive in any difficult situation. Coastal communities are known for their strong resilience. They are still able to laugh at the reality of their life. Also to understand the mindset of the coastal community, one can understand the hadih maja as local wisdom that still survives. This is influenced by the foundation and philosophy of life. They still maintain Islamic-based hadih maja that lasts and lasts from generation to generation.

Hadih maja implemented in the daily life of coastal communities, such as “Tajak u glee tajak koh kayêe, tinggai peureudê teumpat leuk kuto. Tajak u blang tajak koh padee, tinggai ukhê jeuneurang kéu subu tanoh. Tajak u laut ta mita èungkot, beuè tinggai karenung teumpat èungkot meu aneuk cuco”. “Urêung meu goe ngen urêung meu laut, duu sam lakoe, yang peukêng nanggroe”. (Author's interpretation, 2020).

Second, related to the Coastal Community of Empowerment Communication and social capital, the existence of a new paradigm in social communication and development as a process of empowering coastal communities, is marked by the awareness that the social communication and development process must be based on the social capital of the local community in planning, implementing, and evaluate development. Coastal communities are not objects of development, but subjects of development, so the participation of coastal communities is a very important factor.

Communication is carried out in a convergent manner, communication interactions are carried out in a democratic and participatory manner. Communication activities are not activities of giving and receiving but are dialogical. The problem is, so far, the involvement of coastal communities is only seen in a narrow context, coastal communities are only seen as recipients of development innovation, without being involved in planning and decision-making and not developing their inner creative power and must accept decisions that have been taken by outsiders. So as to create community dependence on other parties, helpless and independent.

Empowerment of coastal communities is an alternative paradigm of development with the aim of bringing coastal communities to empowerment and independence. To lead to community independence, efforts to achieve welfare are the main thing. A prosperous society will be able to cope with their daily needs, both material and non-material needs.

The essence of any development activity is a change in attitude to project oneself into other situations and that arena is consciously and planned to prepare itself to make changes to improve the quality of life in order to anticipate circumstances and changes that will occur in the future.

Good development is development based on the coastal community itself towards the expected conditions for improving the quality and welfare of life. Meanwhile, empowerment of coastal communities is an activity that requires a sustainable process, so that good communication is needed between the program initiator and the coastal community and among members of the coastal community.

Participatory communication is the main pillar in the process of achieving the goal of empowering coastal communities. It takes the active participation of all residents of coastal communities to realize the goals, hopes and aspirations of the desired changes. The participation of coastal communities greatly influences the formation of communicative actions in accordance with the characteristics of coastal communities.

In coastal communities, it shows that every pattern of relationships that occur is bound by trust to mutual understanding and shared values that bind group members to make the possibility of joint action being carried out efficiently and effectively.

Third, the lack of supervision and assistance of local government, the main statement that appears in the field is that coastal communities do not need rhetoric of "world maritime axis”. "We need the presence of all out local governments to protect and safeguard fishery resources which are the foundation of our livelihoods".

Fourth, problems arise when the waters experience overfishing so that the catch or income
obtained is fluctuating, uncertain, and decreasing from time to time. There are many fish thieves in Pase Raya waters using Thai and Malaysian flag fishing boats.

Local fishermen do not damage the marine ecosystem, catching environmentally friendly fish by not destroying coral reefs or killing or catching fish seeds, has long been practiced by local fishermen. They are subject to Panglima Laot who traditionally regulates fishing and when they are prohibited from going to sea.

Fifth, marine customary maps, customary institutions, the role of figures and local wisdom, the coastal communities of Pase Raya have rules of abstinence from going to sea, such as Friday, three days during Eid al-Fitr holidays, three days during Eid al Adha, three days during sea feast, every August 17, as well as a tsunami warning day or December 26th. If calculated, Acehnese fishermen take almost two months off from fishing a year, not including bad weather. The day of not going to sea is very important, because it gives the fish the opportunity to breed. Without realizing it, Acehnese fishermen have been carrying out environmentally friendly activities, not draining the sea greedily.

It takes local wisdom which is a form of knowledge, understanding, belief, or insight as well as customs, habits or ethics that guide people to behave and behave in life. Local wisdom is part of ethics and morality that helps people to answer moral questions about what to do, how to act, especially in the field of environmental management and coastal and marine resources in Aceh, especially Pase Raya.

Sixth, the existence of environmental problems in the coastal area of Pase Raya, field studies also show that community management and coastal areas must have at least three functions, namely disaster mitigation, regional economic development and ecosystem protection. It is hoped that the integration of these three functions will lead to an environmentally friendly sustainable development of communities and coastal areas.

Based on the results of the field, it shows that the environment in coastal areas is getting worse, if left unchecked, then an ecological emergency could occur. Various regulations, qanuns, and regulations governing the environment are still so easily violated. Damage to the coastal environment, such as mangrove or mangrove forests, is now shrinking, turned into new ponds without clear permits, even though mangrove forests are a source of livelihood for coastal communities.

Seventh, the strategic direction of coastal community development, to the extent possible labor fishermen, farm laborers, salt farmers and / or the vulnerable, marginalized, and poor can be fully involved in empowerment. Includes, empowerment of human resources (HR), utilize marine and fisheries resources optimally, efficiently and sustainably. Improving the quality of marine fishery products is one of the activities that is economical and has strategic value and is very prospective, given the increasing world demand for fishery products.

Optimization of communities and coastal areas can only be carried out if there is good cooperation from various sectors, including the government, especially local governments, customary institutions and coastal communities, private parties / companies / industries and universities. It needs to be implemented, the triple helix (synergy and unification of three groups consisting of academics/universities, business/entrepreneurs and government). As a cooperation scheme between university-government industry to solve community development problems and coastal areas.

Eighth, changing the mindset of coastal communities is believed to be able to lead them to a different behavior pattern than before. In this process of change, it can be seen that in society there is a self-help process to get out of the stigma of being a marginalized society.

The process of change that occurs in coastal communities is strongly supported by communicative actions based on mutually agreed norms, values and symbols. In this case, a way of communicating is needed that is able to generate the motivation for the community to move towards the ideals of change that are desired together. This communication is developed by community leaders and formal leaders in coastal communities, namely communicating using language that is easily understood by the community and in accordance with their character. From an empowering and participatory way of communicating, it has an impact on changing people's mindsets.

Ninth, communicative action of coastal communities can be seen from the four claims according to Habermas' theory of communicative action in the empowerment process. In their communicative actions, it shows the empowerment of the community in communicating which is able to move them to a living condition based on the values and norms that are mutually agreed upon.

The dominant form of communication that occurs in the dynamics of coastal community participation is interpersonal communication. When the activity has not started, the communication situation between them is relaxed and friendly. The active participation of citizens in formal situations reflects that they are citizens who have great respect for the forum. Citizens really know when they can communicate in a
relaxed and humorous manner, and when they have to be serious but relaxed.

In this way, it can be said that coastal communities are well informed citizens, they almost never miss information about developments and activities that they should know and follow. The use of communication tools is currently very important as a medium of communication between individuals and groups. The influence of communication in social groups in coastal communities on changes in community behavior is quite large.

That formal communication cannot be separated from informal communication in the process of research and implementation of empowerment. Formal communication takes place after open access and to reinforce an activity objective. The failure of the informal communication process results in resistance, lack of support, suspicion, and even rejection. Formal communication is structured, focused, and there is symbolic interaction on behalf of the institutional status of the actors of the communication. Meanwhile, informal communication is unstructured, the dialogue process is freer or less rigid, which can last a long time, although the discussion may be unfocused. Interaction emphasizes intimacy or having an intense relationship.

In relation to social processes, communication becomes a way of carrying out social change. Communication plays a role in bridging differences in society because it is able to reattach the social system of society in an effort to make changes. In this case, communication will not be separated from its social context, meaning that the communication process will be colored by attitudes, behaviors, patterns, norms, and community institutions.

The functioning of social groups into public spaces for society as a community forum for communication and expression, thereby fostering emancipation and solidarity among the people. Social groups are the most effective medium for empowerment at the community level which enables individuals to organize themselves into these groups (collective self-empowerment) so that a dialogical encounter occurs that fosters and strengthens awareness of communication and group solidarity.

Tenth, empowerment communication, that changes in behavior and communicative actions of coastal communities are increasingly leading to community independence and creativity. With the increase in communication skills, people have become accustomed to networking so that they are more independent and creative. Empowerment communication, a communication process that humanizes humans, is participative and gives voice to those who have been unable to speak (voicing the voiceless).

The phenomenon of change in coastal communities shows that empowerment communication is currently a new perspective in understanding development communication. The initiation and participation of coastal communities becomes the hallmark of the empowerment communication process in the development process that leads the community to a better quality of life. In empowerment communication, the existence of technology is placed as part of the community learning process, not a determining factor for social change.

Empowerment communication; participatory communication process. The communication model is convergent, which means trying to get a reciprocal understanding among communication participants in attention, understanding and needs. This convergent communication approach is very effective in coastal community-based development planning. In addition, this approach will pave the way for the growth of creativity and competence of coastal communities in communicating their ideas.

5. CONCLUSIONS & SUGGESTION

Conclusions and suggestions are as follows:

1. Changes in the mindset of coastal communities can lead them to different behavior patterns from before. There is a self-help process (helping oneself) to get out of the stigma of being a coastal community who is marginalized, poor, marginalized and others.

2. The communicative action of the community is based on the claim that living conditions are based on the values and norms that are mutually agreed upon.

3. The functioning of social groups into public spaces for coastal communities to communicate and express themselves, thereby fostering emancipation and solidarity among coastal communities. There is collective self-empowerment, resulting in a dialogical encounter that fosters and strengthens awareness of communication and group solidarity.

4. With empowerment communication, that changes in behavior and communicative actions of coastal communities are increasingly leading to community independence and creativity. Increasing communication skills, people become accustomed to networking so that they become more independent and creative. Empowerment communication, as a communication process that humanizes humans, is participative and gives voice to those who have been unable to speak (voicing the voiceless).
5. It is necessary to have a strategic direction to empower coastal communities, meaning that as far as possible, labor fishermen, fish farming labor, salt farmers and / or those who are vulnerable, marginalized, and poor can be fully involved in empowerment. The existence of good cooperation from various sectors, the triple helix, namely the synergy and unification of three groups consisting of universities, entrepreneurs, the private sector and the government.

6. Sixth, it is necessary to strengthen marine customary institutions, local wisdom which is a form of knowledge, understanding, belief, or insight as well as customs, habits or ethics that guide people to behave and behave in life. Local wisdom is part of ethics and morality that helps people to answer moral questions about what to do, how to act, especially in the field of environmental management and coastal and marine resources in Pase Raya.
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